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Executive Summary
The COVID-19 pandemic and its associated
economic turmoil have reshaped Canadian
society. The Canadian Alliance of Student
Associations (CASA) and Quebec Student
Union (QSU) know post-secondary students
have not been immune to the effects of
COVID-19 and are experiencing
unprecedented levels of financial turmoil,
employment uncertainty, and social
isolation. According to recently collected
data, 75% of students say the pandemic will
have a lasting impact on their financial
situation beyond 2020 and 82% reported
being worried about their futures beyond
the pandemic.1 On top of this, they are
struggling with a less-than-satisfactory
transition to digital learning and historical
levels of anxiety and stress.2

Recognizing the unique impact COVID-19
was having on post-secondary students,
the Government of Canada responded
with a generous and comprehensive
student aid package in April 2020. Students
appreciate this support, and are excited
to share our ideas on how additional
investment in improving the affordability
and accessibility of post-secondary
education in Canada can help ensure a
stronger economy and a better future for
all. With over 2 million post-secondary
students across the country, we will play a
critical role in Canada’s economic recovery.
We look forward to working together to
make Canada’s post-COVID-19 economic
recovery as successful as possible.

Themes
• Expanding Access To Trade Re-Skilling
• Reducing Barriers To Post-Secondary
Education For Indigenous People
• Making It Easier For International Students
To Gain Skills In Canada
• Positioning Students With Dependent
Children For Success
• Funding Student Scholarship Programs
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“Students are Still Worried: COVID-19 and Post-Secondary Education,” Canadian Alliance of Student Associations, 15 June 2020, https://www.
casa-acae.com/students_are_still_worried_covid19.
Ibid.
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Expanding Access To
Trade Re-Skilling
With over 700,000 jobs lost between March
and September 2020, it is clear that the
COVID-19 pandemic has taken a serious
and lasting toll on the Canadian economy.3
In an effort to rebuild, the federal
government has promised in their 2020
Speech from the Throne to stimulate the
economy with significant new investments
in sustainable infrastructure, rural
broadband access, affordable housing, and
the development of a new green economy.4
These investments will create thousands of
good middle-class jobs, many of which will
require skilled workers with specialized
apprenticeship training to be successful.
Unfortunately, serious investment in the
Canadian workforce is required in order
to prepare to build back better. Prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic, 39% of smalland medium-sized businesses in Canada
reported difficulty in finding enough
skilled labour.5
The skilled labour gap in Canada is an
established problem, but more can be
done. The COVID-19 pandemic has created
additional urgency to re-skill and re-tool a
vast number of newly-jobless Canadians.
The 2020 Speech from the Throne
committed to “[s]upporting Canadians as
they build new skills in growing sectors,”
and “[h]elping workers receive education
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and accreditation.”6 Students agree these
are important components of an economic
recovery, and believe incentivizing the
pursuit of education in the trades is an
effective way to cultivate the number of
skilled workers needed to build back better.
As it currently stands, the Government of
Canada’s suite of apprenticeship supports
focuses on retaining and encouraging the
progression of apprentices, rather than
incentivizing prospective students to study
a trade. As a result, this has led to fewer
people choosing to pursue an education
in the trades in recent years. From 2013 to
2018, the number of registered apprentices
has decreased by 16.5% across Canada.7 Over
the same time period, the number of college
and university registrations has grown by
2.5% and 3.1% respectively.8

spend up to $8,000 during study and work
periods to cover the cost of equipment,
tuition, and transportation to and from job
sites.9 These costs are prohibitive, and can
be an access barrier for many prospective
students with little latitude to initially
invest in their education.

PSE Enrolment Levels in Canada (2013-2018)
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In its current form, the Apprenticeship
Incentive Grant provides a grant of
$1,000 that may be redeemed twice by an
apprentice. However, to claim this grant, a
student must have finished their first year of
training. While the Apprenticeship Incentive
Grant is an important program for people to
pursue and progress through their studies, it
does not alleviate the high initial cost barrier
that prospective students must overcome
to access apprenticeship training. For
example, first year apprentices sometimes

“Labour force characteristics by province, monthly, seasonally adjusted, Feb 2020-Sept 2020,” Statistics Canada, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/
tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1410028701.
“A Stronger and More Resilient Canada,” Government of Canada, 23 September 2020, pp. 16-24, https://www.canada.ca/throne-speech.
Michael Cocolakis-Wormstall, “Labour Shortage: Here to Stay,” Business Development Bank of Canada, September 2018, https://www.bdc.ca/en/
documents/analysis_research/labour-shortage.pdf.
“A Stronger and More Resilient Canada,” Government of Canada, 23 September 2020, pp. 21, https://www.canada.ca/throne-speech.
“Number of registered apprentices, 2013-2018,” Statistics Canada, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=3710011801.
Ibid.

» Therefore, CASA recommends that the
federal government reduce financial
barriers to apprenticeships by expanding
the Apprenticeship Incentive Grant to
provide upfront support covering the first
year of apprenticeship training.
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“Barriers to Attracting Apprentices and Completing Their Apprenticeships,” Employment Ontario, 2015, https://www.workforcedevelopment.ca/fr/
projets/docs/2015_2016/wpdb_apprenticeship_report.pdf.
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Reducing Barriers To
Post-Secondary Education
For Indigenous People
Critical to the well-being of Indigenous
peoples in Canada is their level of access to
education, in particular post-secondary.
And yet, Indigneous peoples remain
underrepresented in Canadian postsecondary education and face multiple
financial, cultural, social, geographical,
and historical barriers to access. While the
number of Indigenous students in postsecondary has been growing in recent
years, the evidence is clear that Indigenous
students continue to attend post-secondary
institutions at a much lower rate than nonIndigenous Canadians. According to the
Assembly of First Nations, 70% of First Nations
youth want to participate in post-secondary
education, but a survey conducted on the
educational attainment of Indigenous
Peoples in Canada indicated that only 48.4%
had a post-secondary credential, compared
with 64.7% of non-Indigenous Peoples.10 It
is clear that more work needs to be done
to improve the educational outcomes of
Indigenous peoples in Canada.
While investments in programs like the
Post-Secondary Student Support Program
and the Inuit and Metis education strategy
are aiding in bridging the financial gap
hindering Indigenous access to postsecondary education, the ongoing impacts
of colonialism and racism play a key
role in contributing to the persistent

10
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underrepresentation of Indigenous
Peoples. Indeed, the barriers to postsecondary education are far reaching and
substantive amid a legacy of ongoing and
historical atrocities committed against
Indigenous peoples. Immense efforts
continue to be required to improve mental
health for Indigenous people and to help
heal wounds of intergenerational trauma
and shame. Recognizing this colonial
history, the Government of Canada
must undertake significant efforts to
support and improve the mental health of
Indigenous people striving to attend postsecondary education in Canada.

Article 24 of UNDRIP

Chief among these efforts must be a
sustained and inclusive mental health
funding envelope to ensure that Indigenous
peoples are able to access the Indigenousled care they require. The Government of
Canada has already taken a first step in doing
just that within the context of COVID-19. In
August 2020, Indigenous Services Canada
announced $82.5 million in mental health
and wellness support to assist Indigenous
communities as they expand mental
wellness services. This funding, among
other things, was allocated to expanding
community-based health supports and
mental wellness teams, adapting mental
health services, such as virtual counselling,
to meet increased demand, and supporting

Indigenous partners in developing innovative
strategies to address substance use and
to improve access to treatment services.11
This funding is an admirable first step, but
additional support and sustained funding
will be required to truly improve Indigenous
educational outcomes.
» Therefore, CASA recommends that the
federal government permanently maintain
the pandemic funding for mental health
and wellness support for Indigenous
communities in an effort to support healing
intergenerational trauma and increase
access for all indigenous people who wish to
pursue post-secondary education.

“Indigenous individuals
have an equal right to the
enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of
physical and mental health.
States shall take the necessary
steps with a view to achieving
progressively the full
realization of this right.”

“The educational attainment of Aboriginal peoples in Canada,” Statistics Canada, https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/as-sa/99-012-x/99-012x2011003_3-eng.cfm.
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“Government of Canada is responding to immediate Indigenous mental wellness demands during the COVID-19 pandemic,” Indigenous Services
Canada, 25 August 2020, https://www.canada.ca/en/indigenous-services-canada/news/2020/08/government-of-canada-is-responding-to-immediate-indigenous-mental-wellness-demands-during-the-covid-19-pandemic.html.
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Making It Easier For International
Students To Gain Skills In Canada
For more than twenty years, the number
of international students enrolled in
Canadian post-secondary institutions
has grown at a rate higher than that of
domestic students.12 While the COVID-19
pandemic has undoubtedly affected this
trend in the short-term, many believe
international students will continue to
seek educational opportunities in Canada
once pandemic-induced travel restrictions
are lifted. This persistent interest is
because of a variety of factors unique to
Canada, including targeted recruitment
programs, the quality of post-secondary
education, and the appeal of Canada as a
study destination.13 Despite their higher
tuition fees, international students have
continued to seek out Canada as a highquality study destination, with 60% of
these students planning to continue to live
and contribute to the Canadian economy
after graduation.14 Indeed, international
students represent a significant economic
benefit, contributing $21.6 billion to
Canada’s GDP and supporting nearly
170,000 jobs as of 2018.15
Notwithstanding their immense economic
and cultural value, and in spite of their high
tuition fees, international students are often
locked out of some of the most valuable
aspects of their Canadian education. For
example, classes that include work-

integrated learning components -- things
such as co-ops or internships -- are often
difficult for international students to access
due to existing study permit restrictions. To
participate in co-ops or full time
internships, international students must
first go through the process of obtaining an
additional work permit on top of their active
study permit.

2020 Speech
from the Throne
“With other countries rejecting
global talent that could
help their economy, Canada
has an opportunity as we
recover to become the
world’s top destination for
talent, capital, and jobs.”

applied for annually.16 Further, timelines
for getting co-op permits approved differ in
length, meaning an international student’s
ability to participate in work integrated
learning may be limited. Finally, the current
guidelines for co-op permit eligibility
is restricted to include only work that is
integral to a student’s program of study,
which prevents international students from
participating in optional co-op routes.17
These barriers make it extremely difficult
for international students to participate in
these valuable learning experiences.
Given that the federal government has
prioritized skilled immigration as a
key driver of Canada’s post-COVID-19
economic recovery,18 it makes sense to

lower barriers for international students
participating in work integrated learning
in Canada. Reducing these barriers will
help international students get the job
experience they need to stay in Canada
after graduation. International students
who choose to stay in Canada following
graduation, have the potential to become
important contributors in many economic
sectors that need skilled workers.
» Therefore, CASA calls on the federal
government to allow international students
to participate in an internship or co-op
under their existing study permit rather
than requiring them to apply for and obtain
a separate co-op or intern work permit.

This additional application process creates
barriers to accessing work-integrated
learning in a number of ways. First, they are
only valid for a year and thus need to be

12

“Canadian postsecondary enrolments and graduates, 2017/2018,” Statistics Canada, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/200219/
dq200219b-eng.htm.
13 “Canadian postsecondary enrolments and graduates, 2016/2017,” Statistics Canada, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/181128/
dq181128c-eng.htm
14 “Facts & Figures,” Canadian Bureau for International Education, accessed on 4 October 2020, https://cbie.ca/media/facts-and-figures/.
15 “Flexibility in post-graduation work permit rules to help international students and Canadian post-secondary institutions,” Immigration Refugees and
Citizenship Canada, 14 May 2020, https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/news/notices/pgwpp-rules-covid19.html.
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16

“How Does Co-op Work? International Students,” Carleton University, Accessed online on 4 October 2020, https://carleton.ca/co-op/how-does-coop-work/international-students/.
17 “Co-op or internship work permit,” University of British Columbia, Accessed online on 4 October 2020, https://students.ubc.ca/career/career-resources/working-canada/co-op-work-permit.
18 “A Stronger and More Resilient Canada,” Government of Canada, 23 September 2020, pp. 29, https://www.canada.ca/throne-speech.
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Positioning Students With
Dependent Children For Success
The COVID-19 pandemic has presented
new and serious challenges for many,
if not all, post-secondary students in
Canada. No cohort of students have found
the transition to online learning and an
international state of quarantine more
difficult than students with dependent
children. In recent months, the challenges
faced by students with dependent children
have become evident to the entire
Canadian post-secondary community.
Many students have witnessed their
colleagues being interrupted during their
online classes or exams by their children,
or have seen their colleagues miss out on
in-person experiential workshops because
of additional childcare commitments
brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Indeed, COVID-19 has extended the
barriers students with dependent children
face when attending post-secondary
education. That being said, even before the
pandemic, it was extremely difficult for
students with dependent children to
balance their schooling with child rearing.
Fortunately, the Government of Canada
has recognized the unique challenges
and needs of students with dependent
children through the Canada Emergency
Student Benefit enhancement for students
with disabilities or dependents. While

this financial support has helped students
with dependent children afford childcare
in the short-term, the lack of affordable
and adaptable childcare in Canada is a
long-lasting story.19 As the government
acknowledged in the 2020 Speech from
the Throne, “Canadians need more
accessible, affordable, inclusive, and high
quality childcare.”20

Canadian Journal of
Higher Education, 2011

many existing childcare providers operate
on.21 What is more, students from
underrepresented demographics are often
more likely to have dependent children. In
fact, one third of First Nations and one
third of international students are
parents,22 meaning that improving access
to childcare for these students may directly
ease the load for people who already face
additional systemic barriers.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of useful
data currently available to evaluate the
unique needs of students with dependent
children. As a result, more study is

needed to determine how many childcare
spaces are required, and where they are
needed, to best serve the post-secondary
community in Canada.
» Therefore, CASA calls upon Employment
and Social Development Canada and
Statistics Canada to jointly investigate the
needs for child care amongst students
with dependent children through the
biennial Longitudinal and International
Study of Adults (LISA), and provide costed
recommendations to improve access and
the availability of affordable childcare.

8% of University
22% of College
Students in Canada have
dependent children

This need is profound for students with
dependent children. They are often
required to attend school outside of the
typical nine to five work schedule which

19

Ethan Cabel. “Campus child care inaccessible, unaffordable, says report”, Child Care Canada, 14 July 2015, https://www.childcarecanada.org/documents/child-care-news/15/07/campus-child-care-inaccessible-unaffordable-says-report.
20 “A Stronger and More Resilient Canada,” Government of Canada, 23 September 2020, pp. 13, https://www.canada.ca/throne-speech.
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21

Delphine Larivière and Marianne Lepage, “Choisir d’être parent étudiant : Portrait de la réalité des parents étudiants dans les établissements d’enseignement supérieur et des pratiques prometteuses sucseptibles de favoriser leur intégration et leur réusite scolaire,” Université Laval, Avril 2010,
https://www.fss.ulaval.ca/sites/fss.ulaval.ca/files/fss/sociologie/lariviere-20lepage.pdf.
22 Ethan Cabel, “Campus child care inaccessible, unaffordable, says report,” Child Care Canada, 14 July 2015, https://www.childcarecanada.org/documents/child-care-news/15/07/campus-child-care-inaccessible-unaffordable-says-report.
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many existing childcare providers operate
on.21 What is more, students from
underrepresented demographics are often
more likely to have dependent children. In
fact, one third of First Nations and one
third of international students are
parents,22 meaning that improving access
to childcare for these students may directly
ease the load for people who already face
additional systemic barriers.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of useful
data currently available to evaluate the
unique needs of students with dependent
children. As a result, more study is

needed to determine how many childcare
spaces are required, and where they are
needed, to best serve the post-secondary
community in Canada.
» Therefore, CASA calls upon Employment
and Social Development Canada and
Statistics Canada to jointly investigate the
needs for child care amongst students
with dependent children through the
biennial Longitudinal and International
Study of Adults (LISA), and provide costed
recommendations to improve access and
the availability of affordable childcare.

8% of University
22% of College
Students in Canada have
dependent children

This need is profound for students with
dependent children. They are often
required to attend school outside of the
typical nine to five work schedule which

19

Ethan Cabel. “Campus child care inaccessible, unaffordable, says report”, Child Care Canada, 14 July 2015, https://www.childcarecanada.org/documents/child-care-news/15/07/campus-child-care-inaccessible-unaffordable-says-report.
20 “A Stronger and More Resilient Canada,” Government of Canada, 23 September 2020, pp. 13, https://www.canada.ca/throne-speech.
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Delphine Larivière and Marianne Lepage, “Choisir d’être parent étudiant : Portrait de la réalité des parents étudiants dans les établissements d’enseignement supérieur et des pratiques prometteuses sucseptibles de favoriser leur intégration et leur réusite scolaire,” Université Laval, Avril 2010,
https://www.fss.ulaval.ca/sites/fss.ulaval.ca/files/fss/sociologie/lariviere-20lepage.pdf.
22 Ethan Cabel, “Campus child care inaccessible, unaffordable, says report,” Child Care Canada, 14 July 2015, https://www.childcarecanada.org/documents/child-care-news/15/07/campus-child-care-inaccessible-unaffordable-says-report.
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Funding Student
Scholarship Programs

Summary Of
Recommendations

Between 2011 and 2015, the Government
of Canada made significant budget cuts
to the budgets of Canadian Research
Granting Agencies (CRGA). This had the
impact of reducing funding allocated to
student scholarship programs.23 Since
2015, the government has made significant
reinvestments in CRGA budgets, allowing
funding to catch up with or even exceed
inflation compared to 2010.24 However,
student funding programs have not been
able to benefit from these reinvestments.
while they suffered from the cuts
described previously.25

CASA recommends that the federal
government reduce financial barriers
to apprenticeships by expanding the
Apprenticeship Incentive Grant to provide
upfront support covering the first year of
apprenticeship training.

$72 million

CASA calls on the federal government to allow
international students to participate in an
internship or co-op under their existing
study permit rather than requiring them
to apply for and obtain a separate co-op or
intern work permit.

Administrative
costs of
approximately
$1 million

CASA recommends that the federal government
permanently maintain the pandemic funding for
mental health and wellness support for
Indigenous communities in an effort to support
healing intergenerational trauma and increase
access for all indigenous people who wish to
pursue post-secondary education.

$82.5 million

The QSU and CASA call on the Government
of Canada to increase funding for the SSHRC,
NSERC and CIHR scholarship programs on
a recurring basis so that they return to the
proportion they represented in 2011.

$30 million

CASA calls upon Employment and Social
Development Canada and Statistics Canada
to jointly investigate the needs for child care
amongst students with dependent children,
and provide costed recommendations to
improve access and the availability of
affordable childcare.

Can be completed
using existing
resources within
Statistics Canada

The Government of Canada attempted to
rectify the situation in its 2019-2020 budget
by announcing a gradual reinvestment
in the budget of CRGAs for graduate
scholarships.26 This gradually increases
over a three-year period to reach the
sustainable reinvestment of $26.5 million
annually thereafter.27

While the reinvestment of 2019 is welcome,
the amount it represents is not sufficient
to make up for the budget cuts from 2011
to 2015. Indeed, to regain the scale that
the student grant programs represented
within the CRGAs in 2011, the annual
recurring amount of $26.5 million should
have been $55.9 million.28 This shortfall of
$ 29.4 million in 2019 would have enabled
scholarship programs to represent 17.2%,
13.2% and 6.3% of the respective budgets
of the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council (SSHRC), the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council
(NSERC), and the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research (CIHR).29
» The QSU and CASA therefore call on
the Government of Canada to increase
funding for the SSHRC, NSERC and CIHR
scholarship programs on a recurring basis
so that they return to the proportion they
represented in 2011.

23 Quebec Student Union, « Fair Share for Student’s Research », n.d., Accessed October 9, 2020, https://unionetudiante.ca/fair-share-2/
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid
27 Government of Canada, Investing in the Middle Class - Budget 2019. (Ottawa : Minister of Finance), https://www.budget.gc.ca/2019/docs/plan/
budget-2019-en.pdf
28 Canadian Alliance of Student Associations. Students Bring Fresh Ideas to Improve Post-Secondary Education ».2018. https://www.casa-acae.com/
advocacy_week_2018_students_bring_fresh_ideas_to_improve_post_secondary_education
29 Ibid.
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Quebec Student Union, « Fair Share for Student’s Research », n.d., Accessed October 9, 2020, https://unionetudiante.ca/fair-share-2/
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid
Government of Canada, Investing in the Middle Class - Budget 2019. (Ottawa : Minister of Finance), https://www.budget.gc.ca/2019/docs/plan/budget-2019-en.pdf
28 Canadian Alliance of Student Associations. Students Bring Fresh Ideas to Improve Post-Secondary Education ».2018. https://www.casa-acae.com/
advocacy_week_2018_students_bring_fresh_ideas_to_improve_post_secondary_education
29 Ibid.
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CASA’s Members

About CASA
casa-acae.ca
@CASAACAE
@CASAACAE
CASAACAE

About QSU
unionetudiante.ca
@UnionEtudiante
@UnionEtudiante
ueq.qsu

Established in 1995, the Canadian Alliance of Student
Associations (CASA) is a non-partisan, not-forprofit, student organization composed of 23 student
associations representing 275,000 post-secondary
students from coast to coast. Through its partnership
with the Quebec Students Union (QSU), CASA presents
a national student voice to the federal government.
CASA advocates for a Canadian post-secondary
education system that is accessible, affordable,
innovative and of the highest quality.

The Quebec Student Union’s mission is to defend
the rights and interests of the student community,
of its member associations, and of their members,
by promoting, protecting, and improving the
conditions of students and those of local and
international communities.

Together, we represent 365,000 students across Canada.

